
 
 

SONGS ABOUT INDIVIDUALITY: 
 
Arrogance      - Behavior that destroys interpersonal relationships 
Ascent     - One`s own spiritual growth 
Bitterness     - Deep sorrow and bitterness after mental injury 
Deep inside     - Appearance and success do not determine the inner balance 
                                                                          and satisfaction 
Don`t give up               - Encouragement to persevere 
Exemption     - Pursuit of permissiveness and independence 
He is ruthless    - Loneliness caused by harshness 
How many times    - Living in a problematic relationship 
Humiliation     - A life of dependence and submission 
I a alone     - Deep despair after losing life partner 
I am sick     - Incurable disease 
I can`t forgive    - Unforgivable humiliation and injury 
I cannot find rest in my mind  - Incessant search for the miracles of life 
I feel lonesome     - Sad feelings after disconnection 
I had unlearned to cry and smile  - Pursuit of a questionable mode of living / reflections about the 
                                                                                                                                                                 own life 
I`m born to fight    - Courageous fight against the adversities of life 
I`m not the person, who recedes  - Call for a critical reflection 
I`m ready to take off    - Final farewell to friends before going home 
I`m so unsightly    - Self-confidence despite ugly appearance 
I´m strange     - Loneliness of a young homosexual  
I never call into question   - Intransigence in pursuing one own`s goals 
In search of     - The search for myself 
I will get through it    - The inner resistance to one`s own cancer 
I will never give up    - Courage and strength to resist the adversities of life 
I will stay alone    - Self-doubt about one`s own attractiveness 
Left behind     - Self-inflicted end of a partnership 
Let me go      - Need to end the relationship to go your own way 
Like a blade of grass   - The inner strength to withstand the adversities of existence 
Loneliness     - Self-love as a tool for loneliness 
Mother     - Thanks for all efforts of the mother 
My will and power    - Strong self-esteem 
Not wise     - Missed chances in life due to unreasonable behavior 
Self-confidence    - Self-assurance and doubts 
Stubbornness    - Consequences of not wanting to hear   
The love might win    - Homosexuality 
The waiter     - Enjoy working as a waiter 
This is my time    - Reflecting and enjoying the moment 
To satisfy his hunger   - Social development of a criminal 
We don`t let our heads hang down - Fighting against all adversities of life 
Why always complaining?   - Encouragement to brave the challenges of life 
Yes, I live     - The meaning of now 
You      - Complaints of a husband, not quite seriously meant 

You lack depth in your life  - Living in deceitful circles 
  


